Visioneer ® Organizer AI® Software

Smart, Assisted
Access to Critical
Information

T

oday’s work is all-digital.
File cabinets are being
transformed into digital
file folders. Paper is being
replaced with PDFs and images from
our phones, MFPs and scanners. All
of this means that our PCs are being
choked with too many files, folders,
formats and applications. Redundant
and obsolete content just piles up.
Visioneer’s Organizer AI software
delivers a new level of automated

access and information depth to
your personal files. An intelligent
Classification engine learns and
categorizes common-looking files,
and you can Tag files with common
purposes. Its flexible Quick Search and
File Analysis tools, file conversion, builtin PDF editor and Quick Save-to-cloud
round out this simple yet powerful
new solution. Organizer AI is a perfect
partner to Visioneer’s OneTouch and
Capture SE scanning applications.

Visioneer ® Organizer AI ® Software
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File Conversion
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PDF editor

Reduce the ROT

Save and Share

Organizer AI’s Quick Search tool
makes quick work of finding
what you’re looking for. A broad
range of search parameters are
available, including keywords,
tags, devices and dates.
A background service makes
sense of your files’ internal
content, applying OCR to PDF
& image files using ABBYY’s
FineReader engine, and classifying
similar files by category.

When you need to collect all of
the files related to a common
purpose (for example, project or
customer), you can add Tags to
make it easy to find everything
later no matter where it is.
An integrated PDF Editor is built
right into Organizer AI. This
makes it easy to search content,
add, delete and rearrange pages,
split and combine files – all
without leaving the app.

A visual Digital File Analysis
feature shows counts of files by
type and size, so you can make
better decisions about what stays
local, what needs to go, and what
belongs in the cloud.

Organizer’s Quick Convert
feature makes quick work of file
conversions – from Microsoft
Office files to PDF and vice-versa,
via a simple drag-and drop from
the app or Windows.

Don’t let Parkinson’s Law fill up
your hard drive. The File Analysis
“ROT” tool allows you to find and
manage redundant, obsolete and
“trivial” files – and easily clean
things up.

When you’ve corralled a set of
files that need sharing or backup,
the Quick Save feature lets you
save to your PC, a network drive,
Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive
or Dropbox.

Quick Search

Classification and Tagging

File Analysis

Quick Convert

Quick Save

Automated Classification

Organizer AI System Requirements

Organizer AI’s Classification feature is where we really stand out. Using ABBYY’s
Document Classification Engine, you give (or “teach”) Organizer twelve or more examples
of a common type of document – like invoices, budgets, contracts – and the software
looks through your target file directories and finds other documents that are of the same
type. Organizer AI automatically adds new files to the right category as they’re created.

•
•
•
•
•

Intel i3 or equivalent processor
Microsoft® Windows® 7 SP1, 8, 8.1, 10
2GB internal memory
1.5GB min available hard drive space
24- or 32-bit monitor, at least
1024 x 764 resolution

Visioneer Intelligent Software Platform
OneTouch

Capture SE

Acuity

DriverPLUS

An easy-to-use scanner
workflow application that
performs all steps in a complex
scanning operation at the touch
of a button.

Flexible, powerful batch
scanning solution that can split
scans into separate files, create
indexes, read barcodes and
extract data.

Enables you to improve the
visual clarity of scans. Acuity
uses over 25 advanced
algorithms to intelligently
correct documents.

Provides an impressive array of
settings to enable precise scan
customization with a simpleto-use interface and helpful
tool tips.
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